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Grupo EULEN USA Prioritizes Employee Health and Wellbeing at
American Airlines Hydration Event

Miami, FL - May 8th, 2024 - Grupo EULEN USA, leading provider of aviation services,

proudly announces its participation in an exclusive hydration event hosted by American

Airlines. The event will take place inside Miami Airport on May 15, 2024, from 11:00 am

to 6:30 pm.

The event aims to underscore the importance of hydration and employee safety as the

summer heat approaches. Recognizing the critical need for employees to stay hydrated

and prepared for rising temperatures, Grupo EULEN confirms its commitment to

supporting the wellbeing of its workforce.

Approximately seven companies, including Grupo EULEN USA, will come together to

provide information to an estimated 500 to 1,000 airport employees regarding the

importance of hydration and summer preparedness across various functions such as ramp,

cabin, grooming, GSE, fuelers, and baggage handlers.

Kaarina Rose, Vice President of Human Resources for Grupo EULEN USA, expressed her

enthusiasm for the event, stating, “We are delighted to participate in this initiative with

American Airlines, reinforcing our commitment to the health and wellness of our

employees. Staying hydrated is essential, particularly for those working in demanding

airport roles.”

As part of Grupo EULEN USA's involvement, American Airlines has provided a designated

table where educational materials focusing on hydration, summer preparedness, safety

product education, and financial planning tips will be distributed.

“We extend our gratitude to American Airlines for hosting this event and for the

opportunity to demonstrate our dedication to our human capital, which is our most

valuable asset” added Rose. “Our participation underscores the collaborative relationship

between our organizations and reaffirms our commitment to providing a safe and healthy

work environment.”

About Grupo EULEN
Founded in 1962 and with a presence in 11 countries, including the United States, Grupo EULEN is a leader in
providing services and innovative solutions to companies. It specializes in aviation services, cleaning, security,
auxiliary services (logistics, general, and telemarketing), FSM (Facility Services & Management), socio-health
services, comprehensive maintenance, and global solutions for human resources, employment, and the environment.

Since its inception, Grupo EULEN has stood out for the excellent quality of the services it offers. With more than 14
years established in the local market, Grupo EULEN in the US currently has a staff of approximately 3,000 specialist
professionals across Florida, New York, New Jersey, Maryland, and Washington DC.
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